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Write a story about what it would be like to be a rock going through the Write a story about what it would be like to be a rock going through the Write a story about what it would be like to be a rock going through the Write a story about what it would be like to be a rock going through the 
rock cycle.  Imagine that you are the rocks.  You are obviously going to rock cycle.  Imagine that you are the rocks.  You are obviously going to rock cycle.  Imagine that you are the rocks.  You are obviously going to rock cycle.  Imagine that you are the rocks.  You are obviously going to 
be changing quite a bit during the rock cycle. be changing quite a bit during the rock cycle. be changing quite a bit during the rock cycle. be changing quite a bit during the rock cycle.  Take me through all of  Take me through all of  Take me through all of  Take me through all of 
the stages (magma, lava, igneous rock, erosion of igneous rock, transport the stages (magma, lava, igneous rock, erosion of igneous rock, transport the stages (magma, lava, igneous rock, erosion of igneous rock, transport the stages (magma, lava, igneous rock, erosion of igneous rock, transport 
of sediment, deposition of sediment, compaction and cementation of of sediment, deposition of sediment, compaction and cementation of of sediment, deposition of sediment, compaction and cementation of of sediment, deposition of sediment, compaction and cementation of 
sediment, metamorphism, melting of metamorphic rock, back to magma sediment, metamorphism, melting of metamorphic rock, back to magma sediment, metamorphism, melting of metamorphic rock, back to magma sediment, metamorphism, melting of metamorphic rock, back to magma 
again!)  Remember you aragain!)  Remember you aragain!)  Remember you aragain!)  Remember you are the rock!  What does it feel like….how do e the rock!  What does it feel like….how do e the rock!  What does it feel like….how do e the rock!  What does it feel like….how do 
you feel?  This story should be wellyou feel?  This story should be wellyou feel?  This story should be wellyou feel?  This story should be well----written and very detailed.  It written and very detailed.  It written and very detailed.  It written and very detailed.  It 
should probably be should probably be should probably be should probably be at least 2at least 2at least 2at least 2 hand hand hand hand----written pages long.  Have fun!!written pages long.  Have fun!!written pages long.  Have fun!!written pages long.  Have fun!!    
 
 

        


